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Editorial

Ladies and gentlemen,

For the iimt, 2004 was a year which will be remembered for a number of important projects. Our overriding goal was accreditation as a state-recognized institute. We had long sought this status and began our campaign to achieve it in January 2004 when we started working together with the organization responsible for quality accreditation in Switzerland, the OAQ (Organ für Akkreditierung und Qualitätssicherung der schweizerischen Hochschulen).

The process lasted almost a year. It began with an 80-page self-evaluation report to the OAQ. In this report performance standards had to be precisely formulated in respect of our study programmes, research and teaching, quality management, teaching content, teaching staff and other staff. In each area we had to report in detail on how we had achieved the standards set. An international group of five specialists, from academic institutions and from the business world, spent two days visiting us in the spring to carry out a detailed check on how far we had met the standards. We would like to express our gratitude to all those who took part in the interviews that were held at this time and thus helped to support the iimt.

This external commission determined unanimously that the iimt had entirely satisfied the strict criteria and that the institute and its Executive Programs could be accredited unconditionally. The formal act of accreditation by the Swiss University Conference (SUK) took place on December 2, 2004.

This accreditation represents a further milestone in the history of the iimt. For our institute, this represents recognition of the work put in over a long period to build the quality and reputation of the institute, and proves the value of our strategy. We are very happy to be one of the first institutes to have received this obligatory accreditation unconditionally. Our participants can feel secure that they have made the right choice in choosing the iimt for their postgraduate study and can have the fullest confidence in our programmes.

The iimt has also worked intensively on updating its strategy and its mission statement. The mission statement has been adapted to take account of the current and future activities of the institute. To develop strategic plans for the institute (short-term, medium-term, and long-term), the different stakeholder groups within the iimt were consulted and their needs were analyzed in detail. The continuing existence and the further development of the institute depends overwhelmingly on meeting the needs of these groups. Specific goals were formulated, along with the implementation measures required so that we can continue to develop and extend the iimt world and to meet all the demands placed on us.
An extremely important component of the iimt is its network of lecturers, and the links this brings with other institutions. At the iimt lecturers and participants from 20 different countries (and 4 continents) have come together. We believe that the international character of our institute is of great importance for our success and adds value to our programmes, making them more interesting and useful for participants.

But beyond this international character, the professional experience of our participants and teachers is of crucial importance. So we are proud that last year our programmes boasted representatives of 48 different companies.

Moving on from the Executive Programs, we should also mention here the wide range of activities the iimt carries out with its various partners and sponsors.

Last year, as in previous years, we attached great importance to the support we received from our partners and to cooperation with them. Our relationships with our partners continue to strengthen and we have further widened our network of sponsors, a network which is of great value to the institute.

At the same time, the Chair in Management of Information and Communication Technology, together with its associated areas of research, has also strengthened its position.

We would like to emphasize that the staff of the iimt contributed greatly to our success once more in 2004. Thank you all so much for your invaluable support.

If we have been able to achieve our common goals, that is, to meet all the varying demands of the iimt world, this has come about as a result of our combined efforts.

Finally, we would like to thank our participants, lecturers, partners and sponsors for the confidence they have placed in us.

2005 now brings new goals and new challenges for the iimt. We hope that we can continue to rely on your invaluable co-operation in the coming year.

Thank you all very much.

President of the Institute Council
Mr. Walter Frei

Director
Prof. Dr. Stephanie Teufel
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Activities

Executive Programmes in ICT-Management

Programme & Participants

2 milestones frame the year 2004:

- January 2004: The “Direction de l’instruction publique, de la culture et du sport” has approved the new iimt statutes.
- December 2004: The Swiss University Conference has delivered the accreditation of the iimt itself and the accreditation of the executive programmes.

Between these 2 major facts, following events marked the iimt executive programmes in ICT-Management in 2004:

- A new class EMBA and Executive Diploma in ICT-Management 2004 was launched.
- The course programme for the 3 levels of the EMBA / Executive Diploma in ICT-Management was successfully carried through.
- The rate of participation of Executive Specialised Courses is very high.
- The participants from the fourth annual intake for the executive programmes were awarded their academic titles after successfully completing their studies.
- Best Paper Awards were attributed for the finest research projects.
- Launching of the iimt Summer School.

Due to the greater flexibility of the new regulations, the notion of class is no more in force and the distinction is more on the level. The majority of the participants still choose the option to fulfil the programme in 3 years with 5 weeks per year. A high rate of participants took the opportunity to fulfil the programme in 2 years.

Due to the continuative instable situation in the ICT industry, it was difficulty to acquire participants. Nevertheless a new class was launched in 2004 with one female participant. This reflects the bad situation of female in the labour market on management level positions.

The second level with 12 participants and the third level with 29 participants have followed their programmes in line with the course schedule. The quality of all courses is monitored closely. While students have taken the prescribed examinations, each course, each lecturer, and each examination have been subject to evaluation.
The number of participants on the iimt EMBA and Executive Diploma in ICT-Management programmes in 2004 was 54 of which just one is a woman. This small number of participants is a result of the instable labour market during the last 2 years. The advantage of a small class is the integration of participants interested in specialised courses. More than eighty specialised modules out of the executive programme were followed by managers. This diversity has the positive effect in offering a broad networking cross several industries and a multicultural environment. These participants represent 19 nationalities and 100 companies active in the information and communication technology.

The educational background is balanced between engineering and management education.

On December 3, 2004 the iimt awarded 23 Executive MBA degrees and 4 diplomas for the fifth time. In accordance with the study regulations, the candidates followed thirty modules of taught classes (twenty modules for the Executive Diploma), passed successfully thirty examinations (20 for the Executive Diploma) and submitted an EMBA or Executive Diploma project which was approved by their project supervisor. These graduates now belong to the iimt alumni network instituted in October 2000.

The Best Paper Awards Committee in 2004 was composed of Mr. J. Macherel, Vice President of the iimt Council, Prof. Dr. S. Teufel, Director of the iimt and Prof. Dr. R. Wolff representing the Faculty.

The criteria for the choice of Best Papers are the current relevance of the project, the quality and interest of the academic work, the ICT interest (in particular innovation), the attractiveness of the potential target audience for the paper and the overall interest of the publication.

The Best Paper Awards Committee designated one winner of the Best Paper Awards 2003: Mr. Daniel Rüedi for the EMBA Project entitled „Risk Management in der Akquisitionsphase in der ICT Branche“.

The iimt rewards Mr. Rüedi by publishing his work, and by presenting with an official certificate as winner of the Best Paper Award 2003. This was distributed on the occasion of the iimt Awards Ceremony on 3rd of December 2004.

The human dimension and social environment play an important role at the iimt. The organisation of course weeks, class outing, year end apéro were organised to create team spirit and facilitate networking amongst participants, iimt staff, lecturers and alumni’s.
Lecturers

The iimt Executive Lecturers carry out teaching and activities to support the iimt’s four executive programmes in ICT-Management (Executive MBA, Executive Diploma, Executive Specialised Courses, Customised Company Courses).

In the year 2004, 81 lecturers from 12 different countries took actively part in the iimt Executive Programmes. 60% of all lecturers are based in academic institutions (swiss and international universities) and the remaining 40% work in the industry (enterprises, consultancy or international organisations).

One fact to be mentioned is the participation of iimt alumni’s as lecturers in the executive programmes. These special lecturers coming from the ICT-sector have the following advantages: They know the iimt spirit for the requirements needed in terms of quantity and quality of the teaching and they bring in proofs of practical relevance of the iimt curricula.

The results of the evaluation process of every course, every lecturer and every exam show a continual improvement of the rate of satisfaction concerning the quality of the courses and the profile of the lecturers.
Executive Programmes 2004 in Statistics

1. Executive Programmes in ICT-Management
   A total of 54 participants (53 men and 1 woman) attended the EMBA and Executive Diploma Classes Level 1 to 3 in 2004. Furthermore, 24 persons participated in 82 Executive Specialised Modules or Specialised Courses.

2. Award of EMBA and Executive Diploma degrees
   27 participants received their Diploma in 2004. 23 participants (21 men and 2 women) graduated in the Executive MBA degree and 4 participants (no women) in Executive Diploma degree.

3. Statistical results from the entry survey
   As with every intake, an entry survey was also done in 2004. This entry survey gives information about personal and professional data of the new intake. The average age of the new participants was 38 years. The average number of years of experience was at a rate of 11.3 years. 51% had a higher education in engineering and 13% in social sciences. 38% named a higher education in “other qualification”.

Position in the company

![Position in the company chart](image)

Fig. 1: Position in the company at the beginning of the studies at iimt

At the beginning of their studies the position of the participants in their company was up to 28% in upper management, 29% in technical or non-management and 43% in lower management. The fields of work the participants were working in is for 24% ‘marketing and sales’, also for 24% ‘network management and support’ and for 13% ‘information management and software applications’.
Fig. 2: Reasons and motivation for further studies in ICT-Management

Asking the participants why they begun further studies in ICT-Management, the answers were that 47% want to enhance their career opportunities, 15% had a personal need of further education, 15% did further studies because their employer suggested it and 23% wanted to stay up-to-date and retain their market value. The reasons why they choose the iimt were the strong focus on telecommunications and information technology, the content of the study courses, the modular course structure and the networking possibilities.
4. Statistical results from the final survey

A final survey conducted after the graduation of the students was done for the intake 2001. The final survey provides information about changes in the personal and professional environments of the new iimt graduates. Since the beginning of their studies at iimt 79% of the graduates changed their professional position.

**Change in professional position**

Out of this subset 47% have their job in a new field of work, 13% changed their employers and 40% got a promotion. 58% answered that the iimt contributed to this change.

**Fulfilled expectations**

Considering the extent of the fulfilled expectations regarding the iimt studies, 79% replied that the expectations are largely fulfilled, 21% said that the expectations are fulfilled. No one answered that the expectations were not fulfilled.
Diploma Projects and Publications Executive Programmes

In 2004 following diploma projects were written by the Executive MBA and Diploma participants:


Marketing Activities

In 2004 the iimt undertook a large number of activities to strengthen its image as a European Competence Center in ICT-Management. These activities included partner activities, information evenings, roundtables, workshops, award ceremony, social event, presentations, web site and media presence.

Partners & Associations

In 2004 collaboration with the partners Orange Communications SA, Siemens Schweiz AG, Swisscom AG and T-Systems Schweiz AG was further strengthened and a broad series of events took place, including, visits, workshops and seminars. It remains iimt’s goal to continually improve the collaboration with the partners and to create fruitful new partner- and sponsorships wherever possible.

Also in this year the iimt could again count – besides the partners - on three supporting partners, named “sponsors. These companies are SOLPA AG Zürich (the former "Multilink AG), PayNet (Switzerland) AG, Wallisellen (a daughter of Telekurs AG) and Cybernet (Switzerland) AG. This last company was twice on top of the iimt telecom rating (2003 and 2004, see chapter “Telecom Guide 2004”).

At the end of the year, cooperation papers with additional companies could be signed, starting a sponsorship in 2005. These new companies are Computer Associates (Switzerland) AG, Kloten, Credit Suisse AG, Zürich and also Netzmedien AG, Basel as a media partner of the iimt. Furthermore will the iimt figure as an academic sponsor of the “Mobile Applications Forum” (see chapter “participation at external events”).

The iimt was also member of important associations in the field of ICT such as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Association</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>asut</td>
<td>An Swiss Association of Telecommunication Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICTnet</td>
<td>Information and Communications Technologies Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efmd</td>
<td>European Foundation for Management Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SICTA</td>
<td>Swiss Information &amp; Communication Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Münchner Kreis</td>
<td>an international association for communication research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT-Valley</td>
<td>Realization of the positioning of IT-firms in Fribourg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the targets in 2004 was the cooperation with these partners, and this has been continually strengthened. Close collaboration has allowed to enlarge the internal and external network and made possible effective and fluent exchanges of knowledge and other important information.
Participation at external events

During the year, the iimt participated at external events as EFMD meetings, SICTA colloquiums, ASUT seminars, IT-Valley meetings, Microsoft X-Days, Arthur D. Little and Novell events, IRMA, 3rd Mobile Applications Forum Berne, Communication Days Biel, Asia Pacific Conference, Lucent Bell seminars, T-Systems International events, DEXA, IFIP an other events in Switzerland.

The 15th of November 2004, on the occasion of the Dies Academicus, Prof. Dr. Stephanie Teufel as Director of the iimt (international institute of management in telecommunications) of the University of Fribourg/Switzerland as well as Mr. Bernard Ecoffey, founder of the FORUM ENGELBERG, signed a partnership agreement.

Events

iimt accreditation by the Swiss University Conference

A main target of the iimt was the accreditation of the institute and its Executive Programmes by an official body. The realization of this goal began the 27th January on the occasion of the first meeting with the OAQ (Organ für Akkreditierung und Qualitätssicherung). After an intensive self-evaluation of the institute and the Executive Programmes, a report was handed in at the beginning of May. This report was followed by the visit of an international expert group the 26th and 17th June, composed by Mrs. Dorte Kristoffersen (peer-leader, The Danish Evaluation Institute), Mr. Philippe Albert (Partenaire d’Entrepreneurs), Prof. Mariki Eloff (University of South Africa), Prof. Helmut Schauer (Universität Zürich) and Prof. Rias J. van Wyk (Director Technoscan Centre). All these experts are specialist from the ICT- and the education sector.

The 2nd of December, the iimt received a written confirmation from the Swiss University Conference (SUC) about the unconditional accreditation of the institute and its Executive Programmes for the next seven years.

ICT-Networking Party

The iimt participated the 15th of January at the first ICT-Networking Party in Bern, an event organized by ICT-Suisse. During the networking-party, the iimt acted as a host of an iimt-table and had the opportunity to invite partners and sponsors and to meet global players from the ICT-sector.
iimt Information Evenings about the Executive Programmes in Switzerland

Through advertisements and mailing activities, attention was attracted to the Information Evenings for the Executive Programmes. The iimt organized 7 Information Evenings in Bern, Fribourg, Lausanne and Zürich.

Information Security Brush-up Workshop

The annual Information Security Brush-up Workshop with the topic ‘Zertifizierung in der Informationssicherheit’ took place in the Museum for Communication in Bern, the 7th of September 2004. With Ted Humphreys, Director and Founder of the ISMS International User Group, as keynote speaker 31 participants could benefit from a good mixture of theory and practical experience.

iimt Social Event

The iimt had the great pleasure to invite the whole iimt world including students, lecturers, subject area coordinators, staff, alumni’s and their family to the annual iimt Social Event which took place the 19th of June 2004. 98 persons followed this invitation, discovered and degustated the specialities of the canton of Fribourg and enjoyed the region of Murten.

iimt Summer School

For the first time, the iimt launched a Summer School in General Management for executives, decision makers, engineers and managers working in ICT-firms or in ICT-departments. Between the 9th and 12th of August, 13 participants had the opportunity to gain knowledge of especially chosen and recent managerial skills as «Strategic Management», «Leadership», «Business Ethics», «Current Legal Affairs», «Change Management», «Financial Management» and «Controlling and Integrated Management Systems». A good mixture of theoretical and practical approaches ensured an adequate implementation in daily business situations. Therefore the iimt has made a selection of suitable course units, which built an integrative approach to general management.

iimt Award Ceremony

The 3rd of December 2004 the iimt had the great pleasure of presenting 27 participants as graduates at a ceremony in the Aula of the University of Fribourg. At the same time the Best Paper was awarded with the ‘Best Paper Award 2003’. Keynote speaker was Walter Steinlin, Director and Chief Technology Officer of Swisscom Innovations. Guests throughout the iimt world such as alumni’s, lecturers, subject area coordinators, staff, employers, relatives and friends of the newly-graduates attended the Award Ceremony which took place in a convivial ambiance in Fribourg.
Media Presence

The iimt, its educational programmes and the Telecom Guide Schweiz were presented in following newspaper and magazine articles:

- EMBA in ICT-Management, in ALPHA Kadermarkt and Tages-Anzeiger, 08.02.2004
- Interview with Dr. J. Imbach, Spectrum, 01.04.2004
- iimt accreditation, Unireflets, 27.05.2004
- EMBA in ICT-Management and iimt Summer School in General Management, Handelszeitung, 16.06.2004
- iimt Executive Programmes and Research, T-Systems&People, August 2004
- Telecom Guide Schweiz 2004, Computerworld, 10.09.2004
- Telecom Guide Schweiz 2004, Futura, 01.10.2004
- Telecom Guide Schweiz 2004 and Executive Programmes, Sicta newsletter, 04.10.2004
- iimt Executive Programmes, T-Systems International, University Conference, November 2004

The iimt with its Executive MBA in ICT-Management was listed in following newspapers and magazines: Cash, 06.05.2004 and Handelszeitung, 22.09.2004

The arrival of new Public Relations & Communication Officer Stefan Züger was announced in the Swiss newspapers by a Press Release. These news were published by several newspapers or newstickers, e.g.
Cash
Faximile
Netzwoche Ticker
Persönlich
Klein Report
Werbewoche
Schweiz. Informatik-Revue
News-Byte
Bieler Tagblatt

Advertisements regarding the iimt, the Executive Programmes and Information Evenings were placed throughout the year in following newspapers and magazines:
HandelsZeitung (13x), NZZ (3x), Der Bund (1x), Comtec (4x), Swiss Engineering (4x).

Furthermore, the iimt was presented through different Press Releases in several newspapers as: SUC Newsletter (Swiss University Conference), sicta-newsletter, asut-newsletter, Klein Report, Die Schweizerische Informatik-Revue, werbewoche, newsBYTE, persoenlich.com.
Web Site

The iimt web team has reached the following objectives of 2004:

A redesign of the webpage was completed to provide a consistent look with the new iimt cooperate design.

After evaluating several Web-CMS (Content Management Systems), we decided to migrate the iimt Website to the open source CMS Typo3 (www.typo3.org), which is mature and has commercial supporters. In addition the goal was tighter integration of different features, which were executed by distinct software packages. The benefits are an improvement in the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO). The change management was supported by first courses for the content managers held at the iimt in January 2005.

New Server: The new web-server guarantees a better availability. In addition we used this migration to exchange the technology of the production system (see above)

A new networking platform for the alumni was introduced; it offers a lot of features useful to foster the networking activities. For example: managing personal contacts or a birthday reminder of members from the network.

Realised a quick launch of an additional webpage for the event “Forum Engelberg” (www.forum-engelberg.ch) in 2005.

All goals for 2004 were reached with a slight delay in the release of the new website, which started in February 2005, due to occupation for unplanned new goals.
Chair of ICT-Management

Telecom Guide 2004

The Telecom Guide Schweiz primarily appeals to business customers of telecommunication services. The achieved intentions of this study are, the enhancement of transparency concerning the telecommunication providers and telecommunication services within the Swiss market and the point out of any initiating shifts of the market. The iimt telecom guide Schweiz was also this year a success. The results of this study were presented to the general public at the Mobile Applications Forum, which took place the 27th and 28th of September in the Kursaal in Bern. Furthermore, a special article was published in the Newspaper “Computerworld” and the “asut bulletin”, which presented the most important results.

Most of the survey participants took the opportunity to benefit from the occasion to obtain the study and further information about the iimt Executive Programmes from the iimt. Therefore, also this year, the iimt telecom guide Schweiz strengthened the iimt’s position as a European Competence Center in ICT-Management.
Teaching Activities

Master of Arts in Management & Information Management

Winter Semester 2003/2004

Management der Informations- und Kommunikationstechnologie


To be mentioned is Swisscom Innovations, which hosted the master course for one morning, giving insight into its operations and current innovation activities. Since this course was exceptionally large with 75 students we would like to extend a special thank to the Swisscom team - it has been a fruitful and memorable experience for the students and the iimt team.

Summer Semester 2004

Internationales Telekommunikationsmanagement


For this course, we were invited by T-System Switzerland and visited their computing center - Security Management life! Everybody came back quite impressed by the IT and management task of such a centre. More information are presented by an article from A. Erat.
Winter Semester 04/05

**Innovations- und Technologiemanagement**

Die hohe Innovationsgeschwindigkeit der konvergierenden Informations- und Kommunikationstechnologie (ICT) ist eine Realität, die das Management aller Unternehmen vor neue Herausforderungen stellt. Der Masterkurs konzentriert sich deshalb auf die Spezielle BWL Innovations- und Technologiemanagement. Fachspezifisches Lernziel ist die Kenntnis der Methoden des Innovations- und Technologiemanagements sowie die Anwendung derselben auf die ICT, um die entstehenden Managementherausforderungen zu bewältigen. Eine starke Praxisorientierung wird durch das Lösen von Fallstudien und/oder die Simulation in Rollenspielen gewährleistet. Zudem sollen die Präsentationstechnik, die Teamfähigkeit sowie nach Möglichkeit das interdisziplinäre Arbeiten gefördert werden.

After visiting Swisscom Innovations in last winter semester course, this time we had a very interesting presentation about the innovation journey of the Swisscom Unlimited Card, presented by C. Dietiker (Swisscom Mobile) and Dr. B. Perny (Swisscom Innovations).

**Bachelor of Arts in Information Systems & Management**

Summer Semester 04

**Telekommunikationsmanagement II**


During this course, we were able to offer a guest speech from Mr. Kurt Weiss from SAP, who spook about evaluating, introducing and using of ERP systems. This very interesting lecture closed with an invitation to visit the SAP head quarters.
Änderung der Kursbezeichnungen und Inhalte


Exams
Around 130 oral exams and 35 written exams speak for an increasing demand of Pof. Teufel's courses. In 2004, the number of examinations and supervised seminar and diploma thesis increased again by around 50%.

Diploma and Seminar Thesis
In 2004, the following diploma and seminar thesis were supervised from the Chair of ICT-Management:


Bründler, P. (2004): Innovationscorecard


Jann, P. (2004): UMTS


Künzli, J. (2004): Angriffe auf die Sicherheitseigenschaften eines Informationssystems - Ein Modellansatz


Ruffiner, F. (2004): ASP – Bereitschaft von KMU der Immobilien-Branche die IT mittels Application Service Providing auszulagern

Stoll, E. (2004): Diffusionsmanagement

Summermatter, M. (2004): Kooperationen in der Wertschöpfungskette von Location Based Services


Seminars for Graduands and Ph.D. Students

Parallel to the lectures at the University, a series of inhouse seminars for Ph.D. students has been organized in regular interval by Prof. Dr. Teufel. Participants are recruited from the internal and external assistants as well as from connected institutions and organisations.

Colloquium in Economic Sciences

As special course program, some professors of the faculty invite leading scientist and academics the lecture and discuss their current research in the Colloquium in Economic Sciences. This year, Prof. Teufel invited a colleague from the University of Berne, Prof. Dr. Thorsten Teichert. The title of his presentation was “The Creation of Social and Intellectual Capital in Virtual Communities of Practice”. As usually, the professors and doctoral students of the faculty much enjoyed the event.

More information about the colloquium can be obtained on http://www.unifr.ch/controlling/kolloquium
Research Activities

New Dissertation project started by Sascha Jerrentrup, T-Systems (Germany)

Organization and Management of Strategic Alliances in the Telecommunications Industry - The Case of Deutsche Telekom AG.

Alliances and networks are a form of organization with an increasing importance and impact in the business environment. Most companies don't have the resources to sustain profitable growth on a global scale entirely by themselves. Building alliances and networks helps closing gaps in the value chain. Global telecommunication network providers face the same challenge. Multinational Customers require seamless global network solutions, which no provider can currently offer without a partner. Most research has so far focused on alliances and networks from a more general and distant perspective. The project's focus is on the actual organization and management of alliances in the telecommunications industry. How are processes set up for inter-organizational cooperation and work flows? How are governance and management of alliances organized in detail? What are an alliance's crucial success factors with regard to organization and management? The objective of the project is to gain empirical data on a concrete case study and verify current ideas on alliances, networks and organizational theory.

New Dissertation project started by Patrick S. Merten, iimt

The information revolution has drastically reshaped global society and is pushing the world every more towards the information based economy. In the tourism industry the importance of information and communication technologies (ICT) and especially the World Wide Web has increased tremendously over the past years. The tourism is one of the industries, which is able to generate enormous synergy effects from the use of the Internet. It is a possible instrument to change the structure and processes of the entire sector. Therefore part of our research gives an overview over the state of the art in tourism science, whereby the explicit field of research is eTourism, i.e. the application of ICT Management to Tourism. The aim is to create hypothesys concerning business models for the tourism industry, focusing on chance induced by mobile business solutions.
**Further Research projects**

Untersuchung der Informationssicherheitskultur bei einer Internationalen Privatbank


For more information concerning the Research activities of the chair of ICT-Management, please contact the University research database FUTURA: [www.unifr.ch/futura](http://www.unifr.ch/futura) and search for iimt.
Publications


In 2004 iimt University Press published 15 new books. 1 in the new series Dissertations, 1 in the likewise new series FGSec, 1 in the series Best Papers, 1 Telecom Guide and 11 in the series Executive MBA & Diploma Papers. Please find the details listed below. The iimt webshop has been further improved and online orders can be placed under www.iimt/catalog. Most orders are processed through the web shop, making a fast and easy order procedure possible.

In 2004 the following titles were published:

Series Best Paper Award

Series FGSec

Series telecom guide

Series Dissertations

Series Executive MBA and Executive Diploma Papers 2005


Zürcher M. (2004): Extraction of a set of roles, activities and tools used in a process from a case study to support change. A jigsaw puzzle piece in the framework of ITIL. Verlag, iimt University Press.

**Lectures at Academic Conferences**

In addition a number of lectures were given at different conferences:


Steinert M.: Der schweizerische ICT-Markt und seine Wertschöpfung. Lecture, Universität Bern, Kurs Innovation durch IKT, Bachelor, 18.05.2004


Teufel S.: 3rd Asia Pacific Conference on Emerging Technologies: The Challenge of the Mobile Revolution and the Digital Divide, 10.-15.05.2005


Teufel S.: IT-Security Workshop, Excelsis Business Technology AG, Stuttgart 04.03.2004
Membership of Organisations

Prof. Dr. Stephanie Teufel was active in 2004 in the below-mentioned organisations:

Excelsis Business Technology AG  
Member of the Administrative Council (since 2004)

IFIP TC11  
Representative for Switzerland (since 2002)

ICTnet  
Founder Member (since 2001)

IT Valley Fribourg  
Founder Member (since 2000)

Kuratorium OFFIS e.V.  
Member of Academic Council (since 2000)

Fachgruppe Security (fg sec) (until summer 2004)  
Member of the Board

Other memberships include: GI, SI, ACM, Münchner Kreis, Schmalenbach-Gesellschaft für Betriebswirtschaft, SGB.
Programme Committee for Conferences & Academic Review

Prof. Dr. Teufel was also very active as a member of various programme committees for different national and international academic conferences and as academic reviewer.

Programme Committee

IRMA 2004 – International Conference
New Orleans 2004, Reviewer and Member of Programme Committee

4th IFIP 13 E conference – e-commerce, e-business and e-government
Toulouse 2004, Member of the Steering Committee

DEXA 2004 – 15th International Conference on Database and Expert Systems Applications
Zaragoza 2004, Reviewer and Member of Programme Committee

T-Systems International Conference – University meets economy
Leipzig 2004 - Member of Programme Committee

EC-Web 2004 – 5th International Conference on Electronic Commerce and Web Technologies
Zaragoza 2004, Reviewer and Member of Programme Committee

WEBS 2004 – International Workshop on Web Semantics
Zaragoza 2004, Reviewer and Member of Programme Committee

Trustbus’04 – International Workshop on trust and privacy in digital business
Zaragoza 2004, Reviewer and Member of Programme Committee

DA CH Security
Basel 2004, Reviewer and Member of Programme Committee

iimt Information Security Brush-up Workshop – Zertifizierung in der Informationssicherheit
Bern 2004, Convener

WiWi (Wirtschaftswissenschaftliches) colloquium – University of Fribourg
Fribourg 2004, Convener

iimt Summer School in General Management, Fribourg 2004, Convener

Academic Review

Examiner for dissertations and diploma thesis at the Faculty of Economics and Social Sciences, University of Fribourg.

Reviewer for the Swiss National Science Foundation (Schweizerischer Nationalfonds).
Accountants Report
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international institute of management in telecommunications (iimt)
University of Fribourg
Avenue de Tivoli 3
CH-1700 Fribourg
Switzerland

Phone: +41 (0)26 300 84 30
Fax: +41 (0)26 300 97 94
iimt@unifr.ch
www.iimt.ch